ART. 435]
SPHERICAL CONDUCTORS.
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those obtained in Art. 426. If we place D on the circle ABA'BfA"B" (say between A and z) our results will correspond to those found in Art. 423 by the use of Green's, method. Let us consider concisely this last case as presenting some novelty.
Since D lies on the circle ABA'B' &c. the arcs AA', A'A" &c. subtend at D angles-, each equal to Tr/3; hence in the inverse figure also the angles subtended by F^,. F2FS, <?!#<>, G2G3, tfjCg and <78C2 at D are each equal to ?r/3. So again F^,. F2G2, FSGS subtend equal angles at D. The six electrical points F19 G19 &c. now-lie on the diameter GiC2C$. Let a radius vector starting from DA turn round £>,. it evidently passes in order through the points FI9 Gl} C^ F%, (?2, <73; J^3, 6r3, (72.. The electrical points and the centres in the inverse figure are therefore arranged, from right to left in this order. By considering the triangles CjDCg, CSDC2 we see. that the three radii are connected by the equation 1/^3=1/^1 + 1/^2- *n ^e salne-way if (&, £2, £3), (%, 772,973) are the distances of (Flt JP8, J?y, (<?15 G2, (?,) from D we-have l/£2 = 1/fj +l/£8 > l/%=V7?! + V^s • ^e perpendicular p from D on the straight .line CjCsCs is given by i> V(r
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The points (F,, Gj), (JP2, <?3), (F3, G2) are inverse points with regard to the point C7X; (2^3, (r3), (JPj, (?2), (2^2, (TJ) are inverse with regard to (73> and (JF2, G2), (JP1? Or3), (.Fg, G-^ are inverse with regard to <72. The arrangement of the suffixes suggests an obvious rule to find the inverse of any point with regard to any sphere. The point Fl being arbitrarily taken outside the spheres Cj, C2, all the other five are within the boundary.
The quantities of electricity at the points J^, F2, Gr &c. are respectively E1 = e.DFl, E^ = e.2)FZ} E\ = - e.LG-^ &c. by Art. 169; the potentials at D of the six electrified points are therefore numerically equal.
Since each sphere is a surface of zero potential of the six points Flt G-lt &c. we may apply Green's theorem. In this way we can find the law of distribution on the surface formed (say) by the two spheres whose centres are Clt C.2 when acted on by an electrical point situated at any external point Fl on the diameter C^C^C-^.
435. Let us place the point Fl at an infinite distance from the spheres. Since the attraction of Fl is then zero (though the potential is finite) we may remove this point from the system. We now have the case of an insulated conductor bounded as before by the spheres Glt G2 and charged with a given quantity of electricity.
The points Gl9 (?2, G8 now coincide with Cl, (73, C2 respectively. Also since F-iFz, F2FS each subtend an angle 7r/3 at D, the triangle Zy12F8E> is equilateral. The potential at D of J^ is e. DFl/DFl and is therefore equal to e. When the point F1 is removed from the system (which was at zero potential) the potential F0 of the remaining five is -e. The quantity of electricity on the two external spheres is the sum of the electricities at the five points and is therefore the sum of -erlt ~er2, -e?-3, Ze.DF^. The capacity is therefore
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